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Early Theatre 12.2 (2009)

Frank Napolitano

Miraculous Rhetoric: The Relationship between Rhetoric
and Miracles in the York ‘Entry into Jerusalem’

The York ‘Entry into Jerusalem’ presents some striking commentaries on rhetoric, reason, and a community’s efforts to engage in its faith.1 Scholars have
focused on many aspects of the play, including its audience, sources, staging
techniques, and the devotional and political aspects of its dialogue.2 They
have not, however, examined the relationship between the fictional townspeople’s long deliberations concerning their belief in Jesus, and the ultimate
confirmation of that belief that results from seeing Jesus in the flesh and
witnessing his spectacular healing miracles. This article examines the varying levels of certainty associated with verbal rhetoric and miracles, for both
are means through which the play transmits and affirms the Christian faith.
Throughout their deliberations, the characters call attention to the features
of an argument that make it persuasive, frequently couching their assessment
in language that skirts the boundaries between logical and rhetorical discourse. After approving of one another’s arguments about Jesus’s importance,
the townspeople resolve to meet him and subsequently witness his public
forgiveness of a penitent man, and his restoration of sight to a blind man
(297), and soundness of body to a lame man (385). After these miracles,
all of the characters praise Jesus with epideictic lyrics that both recapitulate
and add rhetorical and conceptual complexity to the earlier discussions of
Jesus’s significance.3 Emphasizing the importance of the characters’ rhetorical interactions and investment, the York ‘Entry’ depicts the relationship
between rhetoric and miracles differently from depictions in other biblical
plays.4 While other plays appear to subordinate the role of human speech in
exploring or conveying religious truths,5 the York ‘Entry’ privileges rhetoric
as the primary catalyst for the characters’ encounter with Jesus, and affirms
humanity’s efforts to engage rhetorically with the tenets of its faith. Rhetorical interaction eventually leads the faithful, like the fictional townspeople of
Jerusalem, to a literal and figurative encounter with the divine.
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Building upon Wayne Narey’s assertion that the biblical plays meditate
upon ‘humanity’s in-between state of quotidian doubts and eternal verities’,6
I argue that the York playwright juxtaposes overt references to verbal persuasion with depictions of miracles to highlight the differences between the
uncertainty of his audience’s world and the miraculous certainty of the biblical narrative performed before them.7 While I do not wish to minimize the
belief held by many people, medieval and modern, that eternal truths exist or
that miracles happen every day,8 such spectacular affirmations of the Christian faith as Jesus himself walking down the street, healing the sick, raising
the dead, and forgiving sins are difficult to reconcile with the ordinary world
of which the medieval audience was a part. While the audience might indeed
believe miracles to be possible, they likely did not witness such definitive confirmations of their faith.9 To compensate for the improbability of these public
miraculous affirmations within the audience’s everyday lives, the playwright
offers the verbal interactions of the faithful community, for in these exchanges the community transmits and affirms the tenets of its faith. Within these
interactions the playwright explores the varying levels of certainty inherent
in two types of argument identified in the rhetorical tradition: those that are
‘readily believable’ to an audience, and those that are necessarily and demonstrably true.10 The former type of argument most often appears in the York
‘Entry’ as the enthymematic articulation of beliefs shared between a speaker
and his audience,11 while the latter appears only as the definitive proof of
Christ’s presence and miracles. In a world where the deity does not walk the
streets regularly and the average person cannot articulate his or her faith with
demonstrable certainty, the playwright advocates for a community’s awareness of and skill in the rhetorical promotion of its faith. A community’s verbal
promotion and affirmation of its beliefs — its participation in what James
J. Murphy identifies as the ‘corporate rhetorical tradition’12 — can lead its
people to experience certainty in their faith without demonstrable proof. Just
as verbal interactions lead the fictional people of Jerusalem to a physical meeting with Jesus, so too can the medieval audience’s active rhetorical engagement with the tenets of its faith lead it, literally and figuratively, to Christ.
The playwright establishes as valid rhetorical proof the communal affirmations of belief early in the dramatic action, when the apostles Peter and Phillip
encounter a ‘Janitor’ or Porter of the town, while they attempt to procure the
donkey on which Jesus will ride into the city. The Porter demands that the
apostles explain why they are taking the donkey and instructs them to make
plain:
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To what intente firste shall yoe saye,
And than I graunte what yoe will crave
Be gode resoune. 				
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(25.73–5)

With this demand, the Porter establishes what will be for the playwright the
proper burden of proof for arguments made in the rest of the play. In response
to the Porter’s demand that they present their case ‘rationally’,13 the apostles
make astonishing claims. In addition to telling the Porter Jesus’s name and
ancestral home, they assert that he is the eternal King of Israel, sinless, both
human and divine (80–3). The only support for their arguments is that ‘Þis
trist wele we’ (84): that they have faith in these claims.14 The Porter replies
that he has heard of Jesus (85) and asks for no more reasoned justification for
the apostles’ actions. On the surface the Porter’s demand for ‘good reason’ is
not as stringent as it first would appear, and apparently the playwright alludes
to the concept of strict rationality only to undercut it by accepting arguments
that are ‘readily believable’, or those ‘to which agreement is spontaneously
and willingly given, so that they are agreed to as soon as they are heard’.15
The Porter’s speedy acquiescence encourages the audience to recognize that
‘good reason’ refers in this context to the articulation of a shared system of
belief.16 Even though the apostles do not supply any ‘good reasoning’ in the
logical sense, the communal approval of Jesus’s status is the only reason the
Porter needs.
The Porter’s response illustrates what I describe as a rhetorical chain reaction, in which one person’s zealous efforts to spread Jesus’s message yield the
same vigour in his audience. The Porter is quick to assert his belief that Jesus
is ruler of the world and shaper of land and sea (113–14) and affirms that
he will proclaim the news of Jesus’s arrival until every citizen has heard it
(101–2). Switching his vocation from a mere caretaker to Jesus’s preacher and
herald, the Porter, like many characters in the play, evolves from student to
teacher. In so doing, the characters fulfill what Murphy recognizes as Christians’ ‘divine responsibility’ to be rhetors themselves.17 In addition to spreading the message of Jesus’s ministry itself, the apostles have successfully communicated to the Porter their eagerness to spread the Christian message. Both
the message and the vigour behind it survive undiminished in the Porter, and
both will be transmitted in the same manner to the townspeople.
The Porter fulfills his new obligation by resolving to inform the city’s burgesses. Approaching them with the news, he states:
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Sirs, novelté I can Зou telle
And triste þame fully as for trewe:
Her comes of kynde of Israell
Att hand þe prophette called Jesu,
Lo, þis same day,
Rydand on an asse. Þis tydandis newe
Consayue Зe may. 				

(120–6)

The Porter wants the burgesses to believe, as he does, that the man entering
the city is a great prophet of Israel. He refers to his faith in Jesus’s status by
using the word ‘trist’, the exact term the apostles used to motivate him (84).
In so doing, he establishes a speaker’s faith in his message as the primary
justification for a sound argument. The Porter’s claims that the information
is both ‘novelté’ and ‘newe’ are ironic commentaries on both the play and the
spreading of the Christian message. The Porter’s message is most certainly not
‘novelté’ or ‘newe’ to the York audience; in fact his message is one of the commonly accepted building blocks on which medieval English society is based.
The York audience is supposed to recognize the familiarity of the message, yet
it is encouraged to affirm and transmit its beliefs with a zeal similar to that
exhibited by the fictional people of Jerusalem.18
The way the burgesses exemplify the corporate rhetorical tradition is especially interesting, for while they agree immediately with the Porter’s assertions
of Jesus’s greatness, they discuss for nearly 150 lines whether or not to welcome him to the city. During this council the characters refer to and evaluate
each other’s arguments, often alluding to the arguments’ sound ‘reasoning’.
The protracted debate appears to be ironic, especially given the Porter’s confidence that he can motivate the burgesses ‘withoute debate’ (109). Yet in a
way, the Porter’s prediction is accurate, for the burgesses’ speedy agreement
on the proper course of action negates the concept of debate. The playwright
prolongs the burgesses’ dialogue to undercut his characters’ preoccupation
with reason and debate, thus showing that matters of faith have little to do
with such discourse. The burgesses instead use other forms of argument, most
notably narration, repetition, and appeals to commonly held beliefs. For the
playwright, these arguments and the belief they inspire are ‘reason’ enough to
lead the burgesses and the York audience to Jesus, and therefore, salvation.
The playwright continues to emphasize the communal approval of narrative by depicting the city’s burgesses presenting stories of Jesus’s preaching
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at the Temple (141–4) and tales of his knowledge of Mosaic Law (148–59)
as ‘evidence’ that he is the messiah. The Second Burgess, who is actually the
first one to respond to the Porter’s claims, calls attention to the communal
transmission of Jesus’s message. He inquires:
And is þat prophette Jesu nere?
Off hym I haue heryde grete ferlis tolde.
He dois grete wounderes in contrees sere,
He helys þe seke, both Зonge and olde,
And þe blynde giffis þam þer sight. 		

(127–31)

By referencing these ‘grete ferlis’ (128), marvelous stories of Jesus’s miracles,
the Second Burgess acknowledges that for many, the York audience included,
knowledge of Christ’s greatness comes most frequently from verbal accounts
of miracles, and not through the immediate witnessing of miracles themselves.
The second-hand nature of the information does not dissuade the Second
Burgess, for while he may have heard these stories through the corporate rhetorical process, he believes them without a doubt and speaks of them as if there
were no intermediary communicating the story to him. His assertions shift
from ‘I have heard of him performing miracles’, to ‘he does great wonders,
healing the sick, and giving sight to the blind’. The move from storytelling to
certainty is seamless. The Second Burgess’s belief does not simply evoke the
lesson of the ‘Doubting Thomas’ episode: ‘blessed are they that have not seen,
and have believed’.19 Rather, it shows that the people of a bustling populace
frequently must rely on each other’s accounts of such spectacular deeds, and
not on directly witnessing the deeds themselves. Although Jesus does not walk
the streets every day, a believer certainly can hear commonly accepted stories of
his miracles. When he does hear these stories, the believer must reach the same
level of certainty about his faith as he would if he were to witness a miracle
affirming it. The First Burgess underscores this emphasis on the communal,
verbal affirmation of faith when he praises the solid ‘resoune’ of the arguments
that motivate him, reason against which he ‘will noЗt plete’ (176). Much like
the Second Burgess, the First arrives at a level of certainty based solely on the
claims of his interlocutors: ‘For wele I wote oure kyng he is’ (177; emphasis
mine). He will not debate these claims, and anyone who disagrees with this
conclusion ‘is noyot wise, he dose amys’ (179). He agrees with the arguments
not because they are demonstrably necessary, but because they use ‘ensampelys’
(170) that are consistent with the beliefs that he and his community already
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share. The burgesses decide to see Jesus because they have judged as acceptable
their arguments for his status as their king and messiah.
The deliberations lead Burgesses Three, Four, and Five each to declare of
Jesus: ‘Oure kyng is he’ (224, 225, 238). They assert this without doubt, with
only the support of their community members’ accounts of Jesus’s actions.
The Seventh Burgess assesses their assertions not as statements of belief, but
as rational arguments:
Of youre clene witte and youre consayte
I am full gladde in harte and þought,
And hym to mete withouten latt
I am redy, and feyne will noght [go],
Bot with Зou same. 			

(246–50; brackets mine)

The Seventh Burgess will not argue with what he calls his fellows’ clear reason,
or their ‘clene witte’.20 Once again the playwright emphasizes conventional
notions of reason only to undercut them. Such reason, and the logical certainty that accompanies it, may not be the foundation of evangelizing rhetoric,
but the repeated affirmation of a shared belief will be enough to move people
toward a direct meeting with Christ. The Seventh Burgess’s assertion that he
will not meet Jesus without his cohorts (249–50) acknowledges the role of the
community in sustaining an individual’s faith, for it is only through the community’s ability to provide readily believable arguments, despite the absence of
necessary demonstration therein, that the person will reach Jesus.
The Eighth Burgess also evaluates his interlocutors’ arguments and illustrates the link between verbal rhetoric and the pathos-driven desire to see
Jesus firsthand:
Зoure argumentis þai are so clere
I can not saie but graunte you till,
For whanne I of þat counsaille here
I coveyte hym with feruent wille
Onys for to see. 				

(253–7)

Like his counterparts, the Eighth Burgess declares that his fervent desire to
see Jesus stems from the sound arguments he has heard and vetted. The arguments themselves instill in him such zeal that he has no choice but to meet
Jesus at once.21 He and his cohorts openly assess each other’s arguments
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because the playwright is calling attention to the types of arguments and discursive interactions that lead people to Christ. Ironically, the arguments do
not exhibit the ‘clear reason’ that the characters tout, but they are necessary
to bringing their participants to Jesus. The burgesses also realize, as the Porter
did, the need to present these arguments to the entire community. They take
up this charge with vigor, for when they finish deliberating, they resolve that
they, along with their children, will ‘Go synge before, þat men may knawe /
To þis graunte we all’ (264–5). By granting their communal assent to their
plan of action, the characters highlight the socially contingent nature of communal piety.
The playwright embraces this socially contingent experience by granting
the burgesses an awareness of their own roles in constructing arguments for
their faith. When the Eighth Burgess evaluates his interlocutors’ statements,
he calls attention not only to their contingent nature, but also to his and his
interlocutors’ roles in articulating them. He states:
Sirs methynketh Зe saie right wele
And gud ensampelys furth Зe bring,
And sen we þus þis mater fele
Go we hym meete as oure owne kyng,
And kyng hym call.
What is youre counsaill in þis thyng?
Now say Зe all.					

(169–75)

By declaring that his interlocutors’ arguments ‘seem’ (‘methynketh’)22 good
to him, the burgess acknowledges both the conditional nature of human
knowledge and his own agency in granting validity to the arguments. Moreover, the very term he uses to describe the council’s deliberations touches
upon the creative and rhetorical nature of the burgesses’ enterprise. The verb
‘fele’, meaning ‘to discover; inquire into’,23 invokes the rhetorical notion of
‘inventio’, which Cicero describes as ‘the discovery of valid or seemingly valid
arguments to render one’s cause plausible’.24 The knowledge on which the
burgesses act seems valid, plausible, and readily believable to them based on
the arguments that they have created together. These arguments lead the burgesses to settle upon the title of ‘king’ for Jesus, a title that they resolve to
bestow upon him in person. The playwright thus acknowledges the rhetorical
nature of the burgesses’ devotion and presents their actions as models for the
audience’s own. As members of the corporate rhetorical tradition, they must
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acknowledge their roles as rhetors who are to construct arguments that articulate the principles of their faith. The burgesses’ calling for further counsel,
after naming Jesus their king, only emphasizes the importance of the rhetorical interaction itself: the communal discovery, acceptance, and transmission
of the Christian message.25
The playwright presents the apotheosis of Christian rhetorical invention in
the townspeople’s lyrical praising of Jesus at the city gates.26 This praise takes
the form of an extended anaphora repeating the word ‘Hail’ at the beginning
of each poetic line, with each statement expounding various principles of
devotion to Jesus. Within these statements we can see the thematic continuity
in the burgesses’ speeches before and after Jesus’s miracles. After the miraculous spectacle, the burgesses erupt:
Burg. 1:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
Burg. 3:

Hayll prophette preued withouten pere,
Hayll prince of pees schall euere endure,
Hayll kyng comely, curteyse and clere,
Hayll souerayne semely, to synfull sure;
To the all bowes.
Hayll lord louely oure cares may cure,
Hayll kyng of Jewes.			
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hayll Dauid sone, doughty in dede. 		

(489–95)
(503)

These triumphant lyrics are similar to those proclaimed by the apostles after
they meet the risen Christ in the Thomas plays. One might argue, as Scoville
convincingly does about the lyrics in those plays, that the burgesses’ zealous
proclamations are inspired not by a sense of truth reached through their previous deliberations, but by one reached through their ‘communal, affective,
physical experience [of Christ] as the final source of truth’.27 Taken in this
regard, verbal interaction is depicted as a preliminary, but ultimately deficient, means of learning about or communicating the tenets of one’s faith.
Yet the difference in the epistemological potential of verbal and miraculous
rhetoric, as each is depicted in this play, is not as great as it would appear to
be. Many of the claims the burgesses make after witnessing Jesus’s miracles are
the same as those made before they see them: Jesus is a great prophet (123,
127, 156, 489); he stems from the line of David (162–8, 503); and he is king
of the Jews (223–5, 495). The townspeople display equal amounts of faith
in Christ’s divinity and sovereignty before witnessing his miracles — when
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their deliberations were their only source of truth — as they do after witnessing his miracles. Though the townspeople do not indulge in panegyrics until
after the miracles are performed, they have interwoven, in their deliberation
throughout the play, epideictic praise that displays their knowledge of his
greatness. The playwright is arguing that, for the members of the corporate
rhetorical tradition, the certainty of belief that comes from their commonly
accepted arguments should anticipate the certainty that will come when they
actually meet Jesus face to face in the afterlife. Put another way, the audience
members’ fervent belief, in this life, in the power of each other’s words must
be equivalent to the certainty that they will experience when, in the next life,
they meet The Word: Christ himself.
I do not, however, wish to argue that Jesus’s presence and miracles play
inconsequential roles in the playwright’s rhetorical and devotional agenda. I
propose that the characters’ responses to Jesus’s presence at the end of the play
illustrate the creative and interpretive potential of Christian rhetoric. Jesus’s
miracles inspire in the crowds an even greater level of rhetorical investment,
one in which the speaker preserves his unwavering commitment to his community’s verbal affirmation of its faith. The speaker also, however, surpasses
the act of merely repeating the messages he has heard already, and creates new
arguments to promote the faith of his fellow Christians. The final stanzas
show how the townspeople, fortified by their unwavering certainty in Jesus’s
status, create and explore new metaphorical themes that add to the community’s devotion to Christ:
Burg. 5:
		
		
		
Burg. 7:
		
		
		

Hayll jasper gentill of Jury
Hayll balme of boote, moyste and drye
To all has nede. (518–20)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hayll sonne ay schynand with bright bemes,
Hayll lampe of liff schall neuere waste,
Hayll lykand lanterne, luffely lemys,
Hayll texte of trewþe þe trew to taste.
(531–4)

Rather than remaining mere transmitters of pre-existing stories, the townspeople become creators of devotional motifs that later speakers may use. By
the end of the play Jesus encompasses the gentle beauty of a flower (518), the
healing power of an ointment (519), and, using paronomasia to play on his
status as the Son of God, the everlasting light of the sun (531). Through this
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creative encomium, the characters fulfill the Porter’s earlier vow to provide
his listeners with ‘novelté’, or something ‘newe’. The playwright effects this
change at the play’s climactic ending to show that such poetic and rhetorical
‘newness’ comes only when the entire community engages in a verbal exploration and celebration of its faith. Through polyptoton, the playwright shows
these rhetorical efforts to be constructed through the townspeople’s analysis
of the ‘texte of trewþe þe trew to taste’ (534).28 The play ultimately presents
Jesus’s complex and multivalent textuality as itself a source of topoi for further rhetorical invention.29 The playwright ends the drama by juxtaposing
this notion of Christ as ‘text’ with the other texts most often cited by the
characters: the commonly accepted stories of Christ’s life, deeds, and spiritual
significance.30 The medieval audience would have access to these stories in
scripture, the ultimate source of authority and irrefutable proof for Christian
rhetors.31 By uniting verbal and incarnational proofs at the play’s climactic ending, the playwright bestows upon them equal levels of validity and
provides his audience with an emotional, socially contingent, and ultimately
rhetorical way to interact with its faith.
These rhetorical interactions are, for the metropolitan audience of York,
one of the most common means of instilling and sustaining devotion, simply
because the audience will not be able to rely upon seeing spectacular miracles
performed openly in the city streets. The closest they will come to witnessing
such miracles in their quotidian lives will be in their roles as dramatic audience. Zache, a publican viewing the commotion from atop a sycamore tree,
accurately characterizes the uniqueness of the situation.32 He states that the
tumult surrounding Jesus’s entrance and miracles is like nothing he has ever
seen:
Sen firste this worlde was made of noЗt
And all thyng sette in equité,
Such ferly thyng was neuere non wroght
As men this tyme may see with eye.

(392–5; emphasis mine)

Zache acknowledges that these strange and marvelous33 events are unlike
any that have occurred since Creation. Particularly significant, though, is his
assertion that only ‘this tyme may see [such things] with eye’ (395; brackets
mine). The ‘tyme’ to which Zache is referring is specifically the time allotted
for the dramatic recreation of Jesus’s presence and miracles. Even though the
play recreates the scene for the medieval audience, the ‘ferly’ events like Jesus
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himself publicly restoring sight to the blind and movement to the lame are
of a spectacular past that, regardless of their spiritual significance, only can
be mimicked dramatically. Thus, while allowing the audience to ‘witness’ the
miracles through dramatic presentation, the play also firmly separates the
marvelous world of the dramatic action from the mundane world of late
medieval York.34 Despite the audience’s involvement in the dramatic action,
it is also aware that the ‘miracles’ depicted in the play are indeed representations, scripted events performed by actors. In the very act of dramatic representation, the play acknowledges that such events rarely happen in the open
streets of a bustling city, for all eyes to verify. Lacking such certain, miraculous
proofs, the Christian community must rely on the contingent rhetoric of
a shared faith. If, like the burgesses, the audience participates actively and
fervently in discovering and communicating the truths of its faith, it too will
realize the miraculous power of its own words.
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most people or to the wise — and of the wise, either to all of them or most of them
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go’ (C.14.155–6). Within English medieval drama the apostles’ ‘reason’ for taking
the donkey is, to my knowledge, a concern unique to the York playwright.
Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 290.
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case for secular authority over Scripture and, in the process, translate the vocabulary
of urban government into a method of exegesis’ (36). The burgesses’ deliberation is
merely part of a larger rhetorical framework that includes the apostles, a workman
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